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Parker Steel Company Supplies Metric-Sized Metal Shapes and Parts for Energy
Industry Applications
[MAUMEE, OH – March 2017] Parker Steel Company offers the largest supply of metric-

sized metals in North America. Ideal for applications where pre-sized metric parts are
needed, Parker’s cold-finished carbon, alloyed and high-strength stainless steel
bars/shafting, tubing, sheets and plates; carbon and stainless angles, channels and
tees; and carbon beams can be shipped out the same day as ordered with very few
exceptions.

Chrome-finished and chrome-plated parts offer corrosion-resistance to 200 hours in salt
spray testing to ISO 9227 specifications with a rating of nine. The high-strength and
exceptional corrosion-resistance of these metric-sized parts – all offered in mm sizes –
make them suitable for the energy industry where they can be used in wind turbine,
infrastructure, offshore platform equipment, earth moving equipment, cranes, forklifts,
etc., in nuclear, wind, electrical, and natural gas power applications.

Special packaging is offered for nuclear power customers requiring stainless steel parts
to prevent cross contamination with those made from carbon steel.

Parker Steel is ISO 9001:2008- and CTPAT (Customs Trade Partnership Against
Terrorism)-certified. Ninety-six percent of all orders are shipped the same day from the
company’s Toledo-based warehouses.

Parker Steel also supplies round bars and tubes; hexagon bars; square bars and tubes;
rectangular bars and tubes; equal and unequal angles; beams, channels and tees;
sheets and plates; and offers plate shearing and production saw cutting services when
needed.
###

About Parker Steel Company,
Founded in 1955, Parker Steel is the only steel distributor in the United States that stocks

exclusively metric dimensional metals. Inventory includes cold drawn rounds, hexagons,
squares, and flats, TG&P shafting, chrome plated shafting, tubing in seamless and welded
diameters, welded square and rectangular tubing, round and square telescopic tubing,
hydraulic tubing, capillary tubing, threaded rod, cold and hot rolled sheets and plates,
shims, tees, angles, channels, beams, and drill rod in carbon steel, alloy, stainless steel,
brass, aluminum, tool, and nickel alloy. In addition to its Maumee, Ohio-based
headquarters, the company maintains two warehouses in nearby Toledo and has a customer
service line dedicated solely to Spanish-speaking customers.

